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MaBiA
Individual advice and ongoing
assistance for persons with a
migration background
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Job centre and employment agency costs will be covered if an
activation and placement voucher (AVGS) is held. Please therefore
contact your responsible job coach or employment agency.

MaBiA

MaBiA

Aim: Integration on the labour and
training market

Content, activities and implementation
of the measure

The aim of "MaBiA" is to supervise, support and initiate
the integration process for newly arrived migrants. The
focus is on enabling migrants to act independently in
their everyday life to the extent that existing placement
obstacles can be broken down. Consequently, they
should be available (again) to the mainstream labour
market, or should be made ready for it through further
qualification. Fear of the unknown and placement
obstacles are identified and broken down by way of
intensive support.

A "plan of action" is drawn up for each participant for
the purpose of individual development. This can result
in, among others, the following activities:

Target group: SGB-II- and SGB-III recipients
with a migration background
The target group is all SGB-II and SGB-III recipients with
a migration background who require special support in
terms of integration into the labour and training process:

	Motivation discussions / encouraging personal
initiative
	Support during discussions with authorities,
training providers, employers, parents etc.
	Accompaniment on visits to official departments,
visits to doctors etc.
	Support in the development of personal and
professional future plans
Communication with specialists at the job center
	Skill assessment, arranging for the acquisition of
vocational skills
	Advice and ongoing assistance when starting work /
training or qualification

	Support in getting proof of qualifications /

Newly arrived migrants

qualifications gained abroad recognised

Foreign beneficiaries who, due to (multiple) place-

Compiling application documents / familiarisation
with the labour market

ment obstacles, have difficulties being integrated
into the mainstream labour market
	Other persons with a migration background in actual
migration-specific crisis situations
They should have a basic knowledge of German
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	Gaining or rebuilding social competence while
unemployed
	Using social networks / cooperation with
integration course providers
	Orientation help and support for integration into
German culture etc.
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